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Springtime!
The little flowers and plants begin their
journey to fulfill their destiny – they
grow so they can bloom. Forsythia
burst into bloom at the first hint of
warm weather! Bright yellow flowers
greet springtime and offer us a
reminder that winter eventually
loosens its icy grip.
The earliest flowers come from bulbs.
Those tiny plants push their way to the
surface of the cold ground to emerge
with intent toward their ultimate
purpose. The tender shoots press on
past rocks and other obstacles toward
the warming nature of the sun. Those
plants send roots deep into the soil to
support their long leaves, tall stems
and bright blossoms.
In the fullness of their time, they bloom.
We enjoy the bright yellows, deep
purples and vivid reds they display
with wild abandon!
Soon, other plants follow their lead.
Buds form, leaves emerge and our
world feels alive again.
Like the flowers, we each own a
destiny, too. We plant roots, emerge,
and grow. In the fullness of time we
bloom and express the richness of
Spirit within our being.
Take heed of the flowers, my friends.

Flowers cannot grow without the
warmth of the sun. We require the
Light of Love in order to flourish. Are
we availing ourselves of it?
Plants root themselves deeply into the
soil. Do we root ourselves in loving
actions and joy of living?
Flowers don’t allow blocks and
obstacles to stop them. They grow
around them or through them! Does
discouragement and worry obstruct
our way?
All plants emerge from winter with
new determination to fulfill their
destiny. We too, emerge from winter
with renewed intent to find spiritual
expression in loving service, tender
compassion, and genuine love.
May your springtime be blessed so you
can bless others with your bright
expression of Divine Love.

Bloom!
Phil and I were working in the yard the
other day. Well, he was doing most of
the work. Now that we’ve got the new
deck in, the yard is a mess. Was a mess.
We got the flowerbed cleaned up and
some plants removed and some
transplanted.
The first day after their transplant, the
plants looked a little puny. We had
watered them, but they had a bit of
shock. By the next day, they were
perked up and looking happy with their
fresh mulch around them. These little
guys will grow and bloom in the fall. It
will be fun to watch them grow.
I think our spirit guides think the same
things of us!

Sometimes we have to be transplanted
from where we are because we cannot
breathe in our current situation. We
cannot receive sufficient Light when
surrounded by certain people, places,
or things. Our inner being begs for us to
breathe freely, so the Universe sets us
up for change.
We can either choose to change for
ourselves or resist and allow Spirit to
handle it. Often when we drag our feet,
the release of the old is more difficult
than if we would just decide and shift.
Why do we drag our feet?
Because we don’t know what the
unknown looks like or feels like. We
don’t like the current situation, but we
don’t know if we would like something

different either. So, we attempt to stay
stuck.
Our soul doesn’t like to be stuck. It likes
to move forward. It likes to learn and
grow. It cannot help it! Like my little
flowers, the soul must grow! It has no
option!
Our soul must flower! It has no option
other than to bloom and be beautiful.
No matter how hard we try to stunt its
growth by hanging on to old stuff or
hide under the energy of someone else,
the soul must shine!
May as well get on board with that
process!
Root out the old thought patterns that
choke out the spiritual nutrients of life.
Shift focus toward the Light. Dig deep
into truth. It’s hardest at first, but once
the hard work is done, you can sit back
and enjoy the growth. You can breathe
easy – relax.

There will be new weeds to attend to,
but as we mindfully attend to them as
they begin to take root, we can keep our
spirit clear and nourished. We know
the thoughts that keep us in the
darkness. We know the patterns of
behavior that hold us back. Let’s weed
them out! Let’s bloom!
You’ve heard the term ‘bloom where
you are planted’ – I say, plant yourself
in Spirit’s Presence and bloom
happens! In this, may you be richly
blessed and be a blessing to others.

Finding Balance

That would have been a hard fall on the
frozen ground.

Phil and I finally were able to take the
dog for a walk down by the river at
Bateman Island. We experienced a few
slushy areas and some parts of the trail
still covered in ice and snow. (By the
time you read this you will think—
what snow? It’s melting fast!) At one
point, I slipped on ice and nearly took a
tumble. I staggered a bit before Phil and
I connected and I grabbed a hold of him.

Who do you reach out to when you are
hurting? Is it someone who offers
stability or someone who tries to fix it
for you? Is it someone that is really
there for you or someone that finds
ways to need you instead? Do you
stagger around trying to regain your
balance by yourself?

Isn’t that how it is? We go along just
fine and only when we lose our balance
do we reach out to others. Thank
goodness Phil was there to stabilize me.
He didn’t need to pick me up and carry
me. He didn’t need to walk for me, he
just offered stability that saved the day.

Maybe you have a friend in deed or
maybe you find ways to rely upon
Divine Assistance for stability and
strength. Or maybe you do both. Going
it alone is certainly a lot harder.
Once I stabilized and grabbed a hold of
Phil he said, “What are you doing!?” I
replied, “Nearly falling, of course!” We
had a good laugh about that. One

Often even after we’ve regained our
footing, we stop noticing. We stop
listening. We guard ourselves. We hold
back. We stop moving forward. We
discover someone is untrustworthy, so
we stop trusting. We get hurt and we
shut down our feelings.
How can we restore balance more
quickly?

doesn’t plan to slip or lose their
balance. Life happens. Slips happen.
Sometimes we don’t even know we are
out of balance until we are on our
backsides nursing bruises and a
wounded pride.
What is balance? Balance is that
delightful space where we take in lifeits joys and beauty without a second
thought. We appreciate the birds’
singing and the warm sun. We find
gratitude for the small things and
appreciate the love and kindness in our
lives.
When we are out of balance, nothing
matters except that which is pulling us
down. Whatever situation we find
ourselves takes all our attention. When
my feet started to slip out from under
me, I couldn’t care less if the sun was
warm nor could I hear the song birds.
Yet once I regained my footing, I could
notice those things again.

Fast answer—do something creative or
get out in nature. That shift into
creativity or that sense of nature resets
our inner and spiritual balance.
Then we can move forward
confidently—in
balance—
while
enjoying life’s majesty within life’s
ordinary moments.

Do something
creative or get out in
nature. That shift
of creativity or that
sense of nature resets
our inner and
spiritual balance.

Cloud Watching /
Perceiving
Cloud watching is great fun!
First thing about cloud watching is that
it takes place when you take a minute
to just be. Sometimes, I think clouds
appear as interesting shapes to get our
attention. This gives us a moment to
cast our gaze away from the task at
hand and into the expanse of the sky.
When we observe the expanse of the
sky, the little details of life gain
perspective.
The second thing about cloud watching
is that they move. What is here for this
moment, shifts and moves and
changes—effortlessly. We forget that
life is fluid. We perceive it as hard and
fast with strict deadlines to adhere to
and important things to accomplish
before the sun goes down. Watching
the clouds grants us a moment’s
breather from that mind set. As the
clouds move effortlessly across the sky,
we reunite with the concept of unseen
forces moving to aid us in our journey.
We rekindle the concept of shifting and
the ability to modify our expectations.
The other thing about cloud watching is
that clouds often bring us messages
from Divine Source!!
How cool is that!?!
When dealing with something, (and
aren’t we all?) You can ask for Divine

Guidance and look at the clouds. You
may notice a cloud forming into
something that you recognize, like a
beach ball or a doggie or something.
You can then interpret the images into
a message directly for you!!!
Once Phil and I were on our way home
from Spokane and I was praying for the
soldier that had been taken captive in
China (years ago). As I prayed my
prayer for this soldier’s safe return, I
saw a cloud formation that looked just
like a dragon spitting out a man who
was running in the opposite direction. I
felt peaceful about the situation. When
we got home, it was on the news that
night that the soldier had just been
released about the time I saw that
cloud!!
I’ve seen angels, kitties, row boats,
anchors, sleeping babies, mountains,
flowers . . . The list goes on!
What are YOU dealing with right now?
Clarify your issue: I’m struggling to find
my passion. I’m working too hard. I’m
unfocused. I don’t know how to move
forward. I’m not sure what to do. I’m
hoping for clearer communication in
my relationships. I’m spun up. I’m worn
out.
The clearer you can be, the clearer your
message can be received.
Once you clearly identify your
situation, then ask for Divine Guidance
within the clouds. Then look up.

Either the first cloud you see will have
information for you, or the clouds will
shift and reform to bring you a new
insight. Stay open to seeing whatever
may appear. Even if it’s something silly.
Your part is to just look. You can do
that. Without judgment or expectation
or fear, just look.
Once you perceive something—oh, that
cloud looks like a ___________ (whatever),
then you can ask for an interpretation
of how it applies to your life.
Sometimes I get these right away.
Sometimes, it takes a bit of pondering.
I hope you take some time to do some
cloud watching and watch your world
open up!

Miracle Moments
We certainly have been having some
lovely weather. A bit hot, then a few
cools days. A bit of wind, then gentle
breezes. Lovely.
As I was outside sitting on the deck just
allowing myself to “be” for a few
moments before jumping in to the next
task, I found myself just enjoying the
flowers in the yard.
Last year, I stumbled upon a bright
orange Coneflower called “Fiesta”. It
lives up to its name and hosts a party
every day for bees and butterflies. This
year, I stumbled upon a vibrant orange
Calla Lilly and a deep burgundy Calla
Lilly. I don’t remember their names, yet
they were spectacular this spring. As I
was noticing this area of the garden, I
noticed some bright orange among the
green of the Calla Lilly.
Was it blooming again?!
Often spring plants are “forced” to
bloom early so they look good for sale.
This Calla Lilly had displayed some
great orange and yellow blooms (all on
the same plant). I decided I’d go look
and see if it were true and if there
indeed were new blooms. (I was
certainly hoping!)
As I got close, all of a sudden I heard a
whirring sound and something flew out
of the plant and startled me. It was a
hummingbird!!
Beautiful
blue

hummingbird! I couldn’t really tell if it
was drinking from the Calla Lilly or if it
was enjoying the Fiesta Coneflower.
It hovered nearby for just a moment. I
backed away, saddened that I had
interrupted its meal. It darted nearby
and hovered a moment and looked at
me before it zipped away. What a
delightful moment!
I’m so very, very glad that I followed my
heart’s desire to see the flowers up
close. Had I followed that other part of

me that realized it had work to do, I’d
have missed that “Miracle Moment”
with the hummingbird.
Metaphysically, hummingbirds
represent doing the impossible – they
fly backwards!
I have lots of things going on in my
world that I’d like to accomplish, yet at
times, I feel like I don’t know enough
tech stuff or have enough energy. I had
just been thinking about my heart’s
desires to move forward in a couple of
new areas and had been entertaining
thoughts of doubt.
Little Hummingbird met me to bring
me the message that “All things are
possible.” I don’t have to do them all, I
know people who know stuff . . . The
help I require will appear when I need
it – unexpectedly perhaps!
All this to say, if you get a nudge to do
something, you might want to follow
that. Miracle Moments happen when
we follow those nudges!

Miracle Moments
happen when you
follow your nudges.

The Blessing of
Connection
I was resting outside in my lawn chair
a few minutes ago. I ran through a few
EFT (Emotional Freedom Techniques)
tapping rounds utilizing the 5
Waterfalls of Light info.
 I tapped the heal of my hand and
said, “I hereby move into the
Waterfalls of Light.”
 I tapped over of the tapping points
saying, “I step into Active Peace
wherein I enjoy relaxed intensity.”
 I then tapped through the tapping
points saying, “I access Vitality by
releasing efforting/anguishing
about things I cannot change nor
things I do not understand.”
 Then I did a round of tapping saying,
“I notice Courage building as I get
clearer and stronger.”
 Then, “I open myself to Expansive
Awareness that allows me to be
guided and become aware of that
guidance.”
 Then, “I sense a renewed depth of
Compassion for myself and for
others as a result.”
 Then I just continued to rest in the
lawn chair with my eyes closed
expecting to fall asleep.

For some unknown reason, I opened
my eyes.
Soaring right above me was a REDTAILED HAWK!
The Red-Tailed Hawk is a spirit animal
totem for me. I told Phil and he saw it
too (so it was for real!)
I cannot tell you the gratitude that
flowed from my heart at that moment!
It was profound! I have not seen a hawk
over our property since the
construction started over 4 years ago. I
occasionally will hear a hawk’s piercing
cry as it hunts in the nearby fields for
mice, but this is the first sighting in
years.
Why did I open my eyes?
Why at that very moment did I see that
hawk?
Was it because I had finished tapping
the 5 Waterfalls of Light, I was feeling
Peace, Vitality, Courage, Expanded
Awareness and Compassion? I was,
certainly, at that very moment, guided
to open my eyes to receive the blessing
of sighting my spirit animal.
The Red-Tailed Hawk symbolizes
one
who
is
aware
of
the
interconnectedness of all things and
holds a reverence for all life. It bestows
the gift of vision and inspiration for
guidance for others in their awakening.
(adapted from Ted Andrews, Animal
Speak)

I must admit, I had been feeling kinda
low and feeling as if I wasn’t very
connected. Apparently that connection
was renewed BIG TIME!!!
We all could use renewal now and then.
I’m so grateful I felt led to do some
tapping. I’m so very grateful I
responded to the sense to open my
eyes. I’m so very grateful my
connection was renewed in a big way!

We can let go of shame and blame
about our life’s journey and step up
into a greater awareness of who we
really are and how truly connected we
can be.
May your connection be blessed!

How might you renew your own
connection?
There is no wrong way to reconnect.
Tapping is just one way. Prayer is
another (though I think the tapping
that I was doing WAS a prayer!)
Taking time to notice the bright things
in one’s life. Even when we are down or
feeling low, Spirit can and will bring to
our attention bright things to brighten
our day.
We often feel guilty for feeling down or
low. That’s a part of that efforting
and/or anguishing that we get to
release.

A Chart of the Tapping Points - Tapping Solutions.

It’s imperative to do the weeding that
presents itself – as it presents itself.
But, how do we do that?
We look at it. We refrain from judging
it.

Clearing Out
Well, summer is bearing down upon us.
With the rising temperatures here in
the South Eastern Corner of
Washington state into the triple digits,
we feel like we are melting. Maybe it’s
just me.
At any rate, with the rising heat often
comes rising issues. It’s like the heat
bakes them out of us. What we thought
we’ve dealt with and cleared, surfaces
again. Only it really stinks as the hot
sun of awareness hits it.
Again! I have to deal with this again!!
Apparently so. But here’s the deal.
When we deal with stuff that rises to
the surface again, it means that we are
getting closer to the root. Those roots
go deep and entangle themselves
around all aspects of our awareness.

That includes judging ourselves about
that issue or judging others about that
issue. It may stink and it may hurt, but
blame and shame hurt and stink worse!
(My cat brought in a dead rabbit the
other day. It smelled really bad! Old
judgments of shame and blame smell
even worse!) Just notice, what’s in your
awareness.
Your awareness is like a child with a
magnifying glass and a piece of paper.
In just a few seconds, that piece of

paper is going to smoke and catch fire.
The fire of your awareness can now
burn off any old crud that has risen into
your consciousness.
Is it that simple? Simple, yes. Easy, no.
It’s not easy to really look at stuff. It’s
not easy to view it without judgment.
It’s not easy to let go of blame and
shame. If it’s not their fault and it’s not
my fault, then . . . what is it?

They eagerly come in as a cleaning
crew and assist in clearing this old,
stinky, painful stuff out.
It will be like the cool, refreshing
evening breeze after a hot day.
Bliss!

It’s a thing that happened.
It’s a thing that hurt terribly or your
memory would not have retrieved it.
However - the memory retrieves these
things not to further harm us, or to
make you feel pain again; but rather the
memory gives us one more opportunity
to put it in a new perspective and be
free of it!
It is the sub-conscious’ wisdom that
knows you are ready to be free. Right
now! Trust the process to move you out
of pain and into freedom.
So, look at any emotional pain with the
eyes of Love and Light until you no
longer see blame or shame. When the
judgment that causes shame and blame
falls away, you are free.
Oh, and good news! We get to ask for
help with this! Whatever your belief
system, there are Beings of Love and
Light that await your request for
assistance.

Look at any
emotional pain with
the eyes of Love and
Light until you no
longer see blame or
shame. When the
judgment that
causes shame and
blame falls away,
you are free.

The Little Tree
We had some pretty stiff winds a while
ago.
I got a call from Phil mid-morning
asking me to go check on our new little
tree. The tree is a tiny little thing. It is
sprangly with branches at the top and a
long narrow stem. It’s the same type of
tree as the other huge Dawn Redwood
that stands on the other side of our
back yard.
The older tree is huge and a lovely
green that turns a beautiful rust color
in the fall and loses its leaves/needles
in the winter. My momma planted that
tree. It’s really crowded between a blue
spruce and the tulip tree. We bought a

second tree and gave it plenty of room
to grow.
This poor little sprout snapped in the
wind. I nearly cried. I’m so glad Phil had
the nudge to call me when he did! It
appeared to have just happened and
the stem and leaves were still green.
Well, I propped the little thing up;
taped its broken stem, and gave it a
good watering and a healing. It
withstood the rest of the windstorm.
Now, it’s turning that rust color. That
means to me that the little thing isn’t
getting sufficient sap to the top. I’m still
hoping that the stem will grow around
the wound and heal sufficiently to get
the sap going.
Fortunately, we’ve had mild weather
and some rain, so this little guy isn’t
stressed too badly. High heat would be
the death of it, I’m sure.
There is a tiny bit of a green branch
growing from the bottom of the stem. If
the top doesn’t make it, the bottom has
a great chance of making it. I’m still in
high hopes of the main stem healing
and creating a big beautiful tree.
Time will tell.
So it is with a lot of things, isn’t it? Time
will tell.
We do our best to heal our own wounds
and we still aren’t sure we will ever be
okay. We do our best to heal wounded

relationships and we still aren’t sure
those will ever be okay.
We do our best.
We mend and make amends. We pray
for the right conditions for things to
heal and get better. Then we wait. We
watch and wait. I’ve visited that little
tree just about every day. I walk up the
hill to the back end of the property with
mixed feelings of hope and dread. I
walk down the hill will gratitude that
it’s still here another day, accepting
that uncertainty is a part of the process.
Whatever you are waiting on – your
own healing or the healing of a
friendship or a situation, we wait and
we watch. We do our part and allow
ourselves a measure of gratitude and a
heaping helping of uncertainty.
We check in and step back. The hardest
part is allowing things to be as they are.
I knew I could have staked that little
thing earlier. But, alas, it is what it is.
And I can only do what I can only do in
this moment.

We do what we can and we allow space
for Divine Source to do the real work.
We engender hope and trust and keep
the faith.

Manifesting or
Struggling
(The Little Tree One Year Later)
So, Phil and I have been working a lot in
the
yard
lately.
Pulling
weeds. Planting flowers. Cleaning up
brush.
We
planted
a
tree
today. Another Dawn Redwood. It was
the craziest thing! We had gotten a tiny
little sapling from a mail order place a
year ago. That tiny little thing snapped
off in one of our big spring winds, but
had a tiny little twig of green, so we
nurtured it and let it grow. Well, this
year, it’s still just this tiny little thing.

looking for hasn’t materialized
yet. Maybe we are in line to get some
additional training.
There is no single simple answer to this
question.

So, out of the blue yesterday, Phil called
a couple of nurseries to see if they
could
get
us
a
bigger
one. Surprise! One nursery had a good
size one – 6’!! Bought it this morning
and planted it this afternoon!
Funny how things just fall into pace
when it’s meant to be. So how does one
know when it’s a meant to be thing that
just is taking time to manifest or when
it’s just not happening?
That’s a really good question.
Sometimes, when things are meant to
be, we have changing to do. We have
growing to do. We are not yet ready for
the new thing to arrive. Sometimes the
new thing is not ready – maybe the tree
had not yet been delivered from their
grower. Maybe the new career we are

However, I can suggest this. If it’s
really meant to be, it won’t let you
go. Not like an obsession that we get
stuck in a mental loop and cannot break
free. No. But rather, it will keep
coming up even when you let it go.
When Phil was in sales many years ago,
he
attempted
to
shift
into
banking. Every time he had an
interview or put his resume out for that
sort of position, he’d go through all the

hoops and every time he was let
down. Just wasn’t happening. He
really WANTED that position. (Why, I’ll
never figure that one out – Phil stuck at
a desk from 9am – 5 pm? That would
never work! Lol) When he finally
decided to get back into insurance, he
made one phone call and created a
partnership that has lasted all these
years.
Phil was stuck on banking and wouldn’t
let it go and it kept letting him
down. When he remembered that he
had been in insurance for a brief time
before going into the military and liked
it, BOOM! Landed a partnership that
has blessed him (and our family)
greatly.
See the slight difference there? He
wanted one thing, but that didn’t
happen.
He remembered liking
another thing and BOOM it happened.
Is what you’re working for what you
think you want? Is it something that
brings you joy? Is what your striving
for something that sounds positive or
something that feels right?
Because the difference is subtle, it
requires being with it for a bit. It
requires noticing on a whole different
level.
For me, I had to work at it. When I
decided to step out of the corporate
world and into self-employment, I had
a desk-top publishing business (this

was before anyone could do their own
desktop
publishing
stuff
for
themselves) and I was starting my
Psychic business.
At first in the psychic career, I lost all
my previous clients – ones I’d done
psychic readings for free. They didn’t
want to pay for something that I had
been giving to them. I didn’t begrudge
them this. I learned a lot through those
free readings, so it was on the job
training in actuality.
It took me two years to create a new
client base - a paying client base that
completely covered my expenses (I had
a small office and produced a monthly
newsletter that had to be printed those
days).
At the same time, my desktop
publishing business was dwindling. I
was still marketing both, but the reality
was, my heart was totally into the
psychic readings and not so much into
the desktop publishing and the
Universe responded to where my heart
was fullest and opened those doors
more for me.
To be honest, I probably should have
given up my psychic business during
those two years. It was really slow-go
at first. I should have been
discouraged. I should have felt
defeated. Any normal person would
have quit.
But, I just couldn’t!

My heart was in it. When a client
walked away with insights to move
forward, my heart was gladdened andI
was strengthened to work harder.
When I made a connection with the
Other Side for someone who was
grieving deeply and they found peace,
my heart sang! I tightened up on my
expenses and did more low-cost group
sessions to expand my client base.
Eventually, it worked.
Sometimes, we get the BOOM! Here it
is! Response to our goals and dreams.
Sometimes, we work against great odds
to get there.
If you are struggling to see a dream
manifest, really look into your own
heart.
Ask yourself what is the feeling this
grants me?
The ego wants recognition and
position. The heart wants fulfillment
and to be a blessing. The Universe/God
hears the heart.
What is your heart telling the
Universe? What is your heart’s
desire? Follow that. It will lead you in
your true journey.
May your journey be richly blessed!

Simon’s Lesson
I recently learned a valuable lesson
from my brother’s dog. Yes, from a dog.
Phil and I took our new, 6 month old
puppy, Delilah, for a walk with my
brother, Joe, and his dog Simon. Simon,
a Shih tzu, is about 4 years old.
Simon loves the game of chase! He
loves to zoom around evading the other
dog while making impossible turns and
spins. It’s just adorable to watch. Simon
loved to play this game with our old
Molly. Molly loved it, too and nearly
caught him a couple of times. Though
mostly Simon left Molly in the dust.

Literally . . . lots of dust in the dry
season.
Simon’s experience with Delilah (Lilah)
held a different experience for him.
Lilah is fast and young, so she bowled
Simon over a couple of times. Though
we tried to restrict Lilah, she was too
fast for us to react.
So, here’s the lesson I learned from
little Simon . . . you ready for this?
He just stopped.
He stopped running. He stopped
allowing Lilah to chase him. Without
any movement from Simon, Lilah also

slowed down. Then, Simon darted after
Lilah! Lilah jumped into a full run and
the sport was off again this time with
Simon chasing Lilah! They ran through
the tall grass and jumped over
branches. When Lilah got ahead and
doubled back on Simon, Simon stopped
again. Once Lilah was again out in front,
Simon took off and more running
ensued.
Simon didn’t like being bowled over
and we were unable to protect him. He
didn’t run away. He didn’t bark or
growl, he just stood still.
So what did I learn from Simon?
To just stop.
If people aren’t treating me with
respect or they are getting a bit pushy,
just stop. Don’t talk, don’t engage. Just
stop and wait. Once things are
respectful again, go have fun! Full
enthusiasm!
If life is full of struggle and I feel like I’m
being bowled over by life, just stop.
Stand still. Wait.
That’s so hard to do! I want to fix it.
Change it. Make things the way I want
them to be. I think I want control. But
control is an illusion. What I really want
is cooperation, respect, joy and living
life full out!
Things will shift. Things will change.
That’s the Law of Impermanence.
Everything changes. Instead of Simon

being chased, he changed the game so
he was the one doing the chasing. He
changed. He still had fun! Lilah and he
had a great time. Simon stopped. Simon
changed. The game changed. And with
a subtle shift, the game was on and fun
was had by all!
Maybe it’s time to stop for a bit. See
where there might be someone
stepping on toes. Pray for insights to
change the dynamic. Pray for insights
to change the direction. Try something
new.
Thank you, little Simon, for such a BIG
lesson!

Today and
Tomorrow
When I woke up this morning, I felt a bit
glum. No real motivation to get
moving. I did anyway. Clean sheets on
the bed and yes, Delilah is learning how
to get down off the bed when told and
stays down! It’s so much easier to
make the bed without a critter in
it. (Kitties are great for “helping” make
the bed, too.)

headed to the Columbia River. We
went to the boat dock near Sage Port
Grille and found a back road near the
river. Lots of little spots where people
could pull their cars in to do some
fishing. No fishing happening, so we
went in and out of those shady
areas. We were surprised – pleasantly
– that Lilah was very well behaved. In
one turnout, we let her get into the
water. She splashed around and ran in
and out of the water. She ventured out
a bit far and practiced her dog-paddle
with great success.

After a bit, Phil and I took Lilah for a
walk. One park was closed, so we

Once we got home, Phil worked on the
sprinklers to get them going. As the

(Lilah’s Lesson)

water came on, Lilah ran up to each
sprinkler and bit at the water. She ran
from sprinkler to sprinkler like a little
kid. She was soaked again! She only
ran into the house soaking wet with
dirty feet once when I turned my back
for a second. Of course I had just
vacuumed and mopped the day
before. She ran back outside for more
sprinkler runs and kept it up as each
new section activated.
We dried her off and fed her and yup –
back out for more! Eventually, the
sprinklers went off and she got a final
toweling off. Now, she’s sleeping next
to the computer as I write. “Dog Tired”
I believe is the term.
Her exuberance teaches me a great
deal. It was an ordinary day, until it
wasn’t. We tried a new walking path
and we all enjoyed it. She explored
something new and she enjoyed it. She
ran and splashed and we found great
joy in watching her have fun.
When we view the world as same-ol’
same-ol’ we lose our spark of
interest. When we try something new
we become encouraged or inspired or
uplifted.
Watching someone or
something else enjoy life opens
channels of energy for joy.
It’s so easy to treat each day just like
the last, yet it is NOT! Each day is a
fresh moment of inspiration if we allow
ourselves to find it.

You may not have a silly puppy to
dance in the water, but life offers up joy
at every turn if we just look for it. I
wasn’t really in the mood to look for joy
and yet, joy showed up anyway! I
allowed myself to laugh and I allowed
myself to relax into the joyful
exuberance of a puppy.
Armed with this super power of allow, I
can find new joy tomorrow. Tomorrow
is a bright option. It wasn’t this
morning, but now – the hope of
tomorrow brightens my heart even
now. I hope you can feel it and take it on
in your life, too.
Together we can find joy in unexpected
things! May your day be blessed and
your tomorrow an inspiration!

Hope Transcends
Transiting Feelings
Wind. Cold spring wind. Rain here and
there, but mostly wind.
We live on a half an acre and this time
of year begs for lots of clean up this
time of year. Yet, that wind. That cold
spring wind.
Phil can often brave the chill
temperatures and get early weeding
done. Yet, wind. Cold spring wind
prevails. Even Phil has not been able to
endure much of that wind.
Yet, we anticipate days turning warm
and the wind giving way to easy
breezes. We look forward to those days
as we stand inside the house and look
out the sliding glass door.

So, too, sometimes life brings us trials
and struggles that seem to persist long
beyond the time we feel we can endure.
Those difficulties hang on while our
endurance slips and we feel restless,
helpless, and spent.
How do we hold on? How do we
endure?
We remember the good days that we’ve
had and we hold on to the hope of more
good days.
Hope is the life-blood of joy. Without
hope we lose sight of goals and dreams.
Without hope we lose the strength to
go on. Yet, hope is more than a memory.
Memories feed hope for sure, yet there
is more to hope.
Hope shines as a bright spark of
possibilities. Hope simmers as a warm
stew filled with nourishing meat and

veggies. Not quite ready to eat, yet
savory smells wafting through the
house
promising
warmth,
nourishment, and fulfillment.
What fills your hope stew? Goals and
dreams? Friends and family? Activities
and experiences? Creativity and
productivity? Don’t know? (You might
want to try a little of each of these to see
what you prefer!)
When we go through changes, we lose
sight of our goals and dreams because
things look differently - feel differently.
We don’t know what we want anymore.
When we go through changes, we shut
down and lock out family and friends
because we don’t know how to relate
anymore.
When we go through
changes we stop trying new things
because the old stuff no longer fits and
the new stuff feels . . . well, odd. When
we go through changes our creativity
and productivity plummets because we
feel useless and blah.
Hope cures this!
Hope transcends our transiting feelings
and stabilizes us into a new pattern.
Even though the pattern may not yet be
firmly established, Hope allows us to
endure change.
Finding Hope may feel like a chore.
With change, everything shifts and new
capacity for Hope emerges. A new
depth of Hope arises. Look deeper! The

Hope you need exists deeper than any
other Hope previously experienced.
Even as the cold spring wind blows
outside and the warmth within tides us
over until better days, so, too, Hope
warms our spirit and sustains us.
Go deeply within to find this new level
of Hope. For within the depth of being,
Divine Source resides, connects and
nourishes. To assist this process, read
spiritually uplifting articles, books or
listen to positive meditations. Feed the
part of you that nourishes Hope so that
Hope can and will sustain you.
The cold spring wind stopped for a bit
today. It was lovely. The warmth of the
sun touched my face and the spring
flowers brightened my soul. The wind
picked back up again, yet I’m hopeful
for a warm day to put my hands in the
Earth and assist the flowers in their
journey to full expression.
Hope sustains me even in the face of the
cold spring wind. Hope uplifts me and
brightens me into Joy. I smile as I watch
the bright red, yellow, and pink tulips
dancing in the wind. I am safe from the
wind within the warmth of my home
and the brightness of Hope.
May you find the Hope you need to
endure any time of cold wind that
might blow your way.

The Source Of
Change
A change is due.
Oh, no. Not again!
Change happens. Shift happens.
But, things are comfortable the way
they are!
The winds of change are blowing.
Lumps of dough on a cookie sheet
become cookies with just a little heat
and a little time. Wet clothes become
dry with just a push of a dryer button
or with a clothesline, a little sunshine,
and a gentle breeze. Day slips into night
without any effort. Seasons flow
effortlessly through their appointed
rounds. Change happens effortlessly.
Jesus turned water into wine with the
power of intent and through His Divine
Authority. Are you not divine in spirit?
The struggle comes from lack of clarity
of intent. Before there was cookie
dough, there was intent to create
cookies; the gathering and mixing of
ingredients; the spooning of dough
onto the cookie sheet; setting the oven;
setting the timer and waiting. These
steps require action, yet the amount of
effort depends upon the amount of
resistance or dread. Making cookies
out of duty or obligation adds a heaping
measure of resistance and effort!

Making cookies out of willingness and
joyful anticipation of sharing the result
with loved ones creates delight, fun,
and creativity.
The key then rests upon noticing the
intent of any action taken. Am I
responding
to
unexpressed
expectations? (My own or someone
else’s?) Am I in auto pilot where I’ve cut
off my spirit, my willingness, my intent,
and my divine nature?
Am I pulling weeds because I hate
weeds or because I love the sight of
weed-free flowers blooming in the
yard?
Ok, so there may be a measure of
satisfaction when, with just the right
amount of pulling on my part, a weed
lets go. Even so, what is the intent?
Hate? Or satisfaction and joy of a clear
flower bed? Which most easily gets me
off the sofa and into the garden? Which
offers sustainable energy to keep me
motivated to finish?
What might you really prefer in your
life? What intent underlies your life
right now? Does resistance ever stop
change
from
happening?
Do
expectations fill the soul? Right now,
there is an underlying intent running in
your life. Your life is the result of this
intent. Do you like what you are
experiencing?
Wonderful!
Keep
supporting that intent and flowing with
that energy.

If life seems difficult right now, a
change is due. If struggles bite at your
heels, you know you are ready for a
change.
Focus upon selecting a clear intent for
this change. Create an “I Am” statement
to support the journey. “I Am peaceful.”
“I Am living abundantly.” “I Am
supported and blessed.” “I Am blessed
and am a blessing.” Be very clear with
this broad intent.
The Universe then supports change in
your behalf by bringing you insights
and awareness for your next step for
your journey as it unfolds effortlessly.
The winds of change are blowing. You
are the source of change in your own
life and for changes in the world.

The winds of change are blowing. You
are the source of change in your own life
and for the changes in the world.

Re-Blooming
Phil and I take great care to ensure we
plant appropriate plants in their
appropriate places. Is this plant going
to get enough sun? Is this too much sun
for that plant? Is that sufficient water?
Too much water? We transplant things
when they outgrow their space or if
their needs are not being met in their
current location.
It certainly gladdens the heart to see
annual plants returning in the spring.
It feels like, “Oh, they liked it so much,
they came back!”
Of course, we forget from year to year
what color flower is here or what we
planted there, so when they bloom it is
a delightful surprise! We take pictures,
yet some flowers come by via seed, so
we never really know what seed landed
where. Again, the surprise is a lot of fun
for us gardeners. If you don’t garden,
you might not get what all the fuss is
about.
So, it’s been over a year since our little
Fellowship met in the building. It’s
been a hard year on all of us. We’ve
learned a lot and we’ve changed. We
don’t know if those changes are going
to stick or if they were only temporary.
We are just trusting things to work
themselves out. We know we can make
new choices along the way.
Just as we delight in seeing flowers
return and bloom, we are excited to see

you return. We delight in seeing your
progress and hopefully assist you
further in your journey.
Whatever challenges you faced this last
year, we honor you for your journey.
Whatever choices and changes you
made and are making, we honor you for
your power of choice. We are really
glad you choose to rejoin us—whether
you are continuing to view remotely or
you choose to join us in-person,
welcome home. Home -where you feel
safe, supported, and cared for.
We are not here to fix your world, but
to help you make the most of what
you’ve got. We, too, are adapting and
innovating to better serve our little
church. Thank you for trusting us and
for supporting us as we move forward
from here.
May we all bloom joyously in our
spiritual growth from here.

